Plane to Lift in Less Than 30
Kimberley is located just half an hour from the Canadian Rockies International Airport (YXC), serviced by Air Canada & Pacific
Coastal Airlines. Possible the fastest plane to lift resort in B.C - fly & ski all in one day!
Snowshoe Fondue Experience
Have a Kootenay Fondue experience at Kimberley! Enjoy a 30 minutes relaxing snowshoeing tour surrounded by the
soothing silence of winter and the mountains. Your night is topped off with a chocolate fondue at the top of the mountain
in the Kootenay Haus, near the Historic T-bar (the sight of many photo ops and wedding pictures).
The Most Amazing Views, Ever
At Kimberley, we are completely spoiled by scenery. With some of the most beautiful
sunrises around & night skiing nearly all season to enjoy the incredible sunsets. Enjoy it
all perched atop the North Star mountain, overlooking the town below.
History & Town
Kimberley’s namesake is from a mine in Kimberley, South Africa (operating in 1896). Its mining claim to fame came from
having a nearly 100 year reign for being home to the world’s largest lead-zinc mine (The Sullivan Mine) starting in 1917.
Sports, recreation & tourism have taken over as the main aspects to the city these days, however the history is alive and
well, come back for a visit in the summer and take a ride on the Underground mining Railway to learn more about
Kimberley’s fascinating history. The resort is home to long running events like the challenging Iron Legs Quadrathon,
running strong for OVER 30 years and the annual Ski Burning Ceremony, done as an offering to Ullr, the Norse God of Snow.

Fantastic Family Fun for all
At Kimberley, family comes first (well maybe it’s tied with fun)! The staff at
Kimberley, comprised largely of locals, ensures everyone in every family has
a great time. With the Stemwinder Bar & Grill featuring specials & live
bands everyweek for the good time seeker, Mayhem in the Platzl and rail
comps all season for the young adventure seeker and base area kids
activities like helmet decorating & scavenger hunts for inquisitive little ones!
Real Local Insider Knowledge (actually from a local)
A locals favourite run is called Geneva in the black forest, a long "black" leg burner with very interesting and variable terrain.
It’s the first stop after a large overnight powder dump. Also the whole Tamarack chair which few people ski on.. slightly
shorter runs at 1300ft of vert..but great!
For more information:
media@skircr.com
@kimberleyalpineresort @skikimberley

